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ABSTRACT: Extended symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (XSAPT), in conjunction with empirical “+aD” potentials fit to ab initio dispersion data, is a low-scaling approach to compute intermolecular interaction energies in noncovalent clusters. One shortcoming is that the aD atom–atom dispersion potentials are independent of the chemical environment of the atoms in question and therefore neglect nonadditive dispersion effects. These can be significant in large systems, so to account for them we test a simple correction to XSAPT(KS)+aD, where “KS” indicates the use of Kohn–Sham orbitals. This correction, which can be evaluated at fourth-order cost using double-$\zeta$ basis sets, is based on comparing second-order SAPT dispersion with and without a self-consistent charge embedding for the monomer wave functions. The correction amounts to $\sim$1.4 kcal/mol in $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_6$ but $\sim$5.5 kcal/mol in $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}$. With the nonadditive dispersion correction, XSAPT(KS)+aD affords errors of $\sim$1 kcal/mol for isomers of $\text{F}(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{10}$ and $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}$ where the benchmarks are complete-basis CCSD(T) energies, as well as for ion–water clusters $\text{X}(\text{H}_2\text{O})_n$, where $n \leq 6$ and $\text{X} = \text{F}^-$, $\text{Cl}^-$, $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$, $\text{Li}^+$, $\text{Na}^+$, or $\text{K}^+$. We also test the MP2 method and a variety of density-functional methods that have been specifically recommended for noncovalent interactions. Among the latter, only $\omega$B97X-V and $\omega$B97M-V can be recommended for ion–water clusters, as mean errors for other popular approaches (including $\omega$B97X-D3 and several Minnesota functionals) exceed 1 kcal/mol. Lastly, we examine clathrate-hydrate host/guest complexes whose mixture of hydrogen bonding and dispersion make them challenging tests for noncovalent quantum chemistry. Although the B97-D2 functional performs best for clathrate hydrates and has been previously recommended in other studies of these inclusion complexes, its performance for other systems examined here is quite poor. We are unable to find a functional whose accuracy is $\leq$1 kcal/mol accuracy for both clathrate hydrates and ion–water clusters. However, the XSAPT(KS)+aD method with the nonadditive dispersion correction can achieve this, with a mean error for the clathrate hydrates of 0.3 kcal/mol.

I. INTRODUCTION

The failure of semilocal and hybrid density functionals to describe dispersion interactions$^{1,2}$ has motivated the development of empirical dispersion corrections for density functional theory (“DFT+D”).$^{3-6}$ The simplest way to incorporate dispersion is via pairwise-additive contributions from atomic multipoles:

$$E_{\text{disp}} = -\sum_{ij,ij} \left( \frac{C_{6,ij}}{R_{ij}^6} + \frac{C_{8,ij}}{R_{ij}^8} + \frac{C_{10,ij}}{R_{ij}^{10}} + \cdots \right)$$  (1)

The coefficients $C_{n,ij}$ are obtained from atomic coefficients $C_{ij}$ according to

$$C_{n,ij} = \left( C_{ij} \right)^{i/n}$$  (2)

For each pair of atoms $ij$, $C_{6,ij}$ is the dipole–dipole dispersion coefficient, $C_{8,ij}$ represents dipole–quadrupole dispersion, $C_{10,ij}$ expresses quadrupole–quadrupole and dipole–octupole dispersion, and so on. The dispersion coefficients can be determined from ab initio calculations$^{7-14}$ or by fitting to a benchmark training set.$^{12-20}$ Because eq 1 diverges for small interatomic separations $R_{ij}$, however, a damping function must be used at short range. This also helps to minimize double-counting of electron correlation effects that are already included at short range via the exchange-correlation functional. These damping functions often include several functional-dependent parameters.$^3$

Nonadditive environment-dependent effects cause the dispersion coefficients to deviate from their gas-phase values but early versions of the “+D” correction in eq 1 did not account for this. Use of environment-dependent $C_{n,ij}$ coefficients is a first step to account for what Dobson has termed “type A” nonadditive dispersion,$^21$ in which crowding or squeezing by neighboring atoms reduces the atomic polarizability and therefore the dispersion energy. (This leads to a many-body contribution to dispersion that is repulsive,$^{20}$ whereas the pairwise-additive dispersion in eq 1 is strictly attractive).
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attractive.) Type A effects are incorporated in methods such as the Tkatchenko–Scheffler dispersion correction\textsuperscript{10,22} and the Becke–Johnson exchange-hole dipole model\textsuperscript{8,23} because the coefficients $C_{ij}$ used in these methods are computed directly from the local electron density. These effects are also included, to some extent, by Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction\textsuperscript{21} which still uses the pairwise-additive form of eq 1 but with atomic dispersion parameters that are dependent on the hybridization state of the atom.

An alternative, \textit{ab initio} way to compute intermolecular interactions is based on symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT)\textsuperscript{24,26} where the dispersion energy can be separated from the remaining components of the interaction energy in a manner that is well-defined at all distances. Electron correlation for the monomers can be included in a low-cost way using Kohn–Sham (KS) orbitals, provided that the exchange-correlation potential is asymptotically corrected for each monomer.\textsuperscript{27} This can be accomplished using range-separated hybrid functionals.\textsuperscript{7,28} At second order in perturbation theory, this “SAPT(KS)” approach affords accurate results for all of the interaction energy components except dispersion.\textsuperscript{20,27,29,30} The dispersion energy is cleanly separable, however, so as compared to DFT, the SAPT approach actually lends itself much more naturally to an empirical dispersion potential of the form in eq 1,\textsuperscript{19,20,30,31} because there is no double-counting of electron correlation.

A revamped version of the pairwise dispersion potential in eq 1 can be fit to dispersion energies computed using higher-level SAPT methods that afford accurate dispersion energies, e.g., SAPT2+(3).\textsuperscript{24} We call these \textit{ab initio} dispersion potentials (“+aiD”),\textsuperscript{25} since they represent true dispersion energies in a manner that is much closer to a first-principles approach as compared to DFT+D.\textsuperscript{7,18,20,30} In particular, our second-generation dispersion potentials (+aiD2)\textsuperscript{30} and third-generation dispersion potentials (+aiD3)\textsuperscript{30} afford an accuracy of $\lesssim 1$ kcal/mol for small-molecule dimers, for both total intermolecular interaction energies as well as individual energy components.\textsuperscript{33} The SAPT(KS)+aiD method exhibits cubic scaling with respect to fragment (monomer) size, $O(N^3)$, and in conjunction with our third-generation aiD3 potential exhibits very high accuracy for a variety of noncovalent datasets.\textsuperscript{20}

We have also generalized traditional two-body SAPT to obtain an “extended” version that we call XSAPT\textsuperscript{20,29,34,35}, in which many-body polarization effects are incorporated self-consistently into the monomer wave functions by means of the variational explicit polarization (XPol) method.\textsuperscript{36} The XSAPT(KS)+aiD method\textsuperscript{10,33} affords accurate interaction energies and energy components for standard databases of dimer interaction energies, as well as other small clusters where accurate benchmarks are available,\textsuperscript{7,30,31} and for large collections of monomers it is more efficient than DFT.\textsuperscript{20,34}

On the other hand, it is precisely in these larger systems where one starts to worry about not only type-A but also Dobson’s type-B nonadditivity effects.\textsuperscript{21} The latter occur when a third polarizable center screens the interaction between two other centers; the Axilrod–Teller–Muto triple-dipole interaction\textsuperscript{7,38} is the lowest-order example. At present, available SAPT-based dispersion potentials are fixed and independent of molecular environment, similar to early-stage DFT+D methods.\textsuperscript{12,13,35} In the present work, we propose a correction to XSAPT(KS)+aiD that accounts for type-A nonadditive dispersion by examining how the second-order SAPT dispersion energy changes in the presence of the XPol embedding environment, modifying the atomic-pairwise aiD dispersion to account for the squeezing and crowding effects of the molecular environment.

II. THEORY

We seek an approach that can respond to changes in the local electron density as an alternative to reparameterizing the dispersion coefficients for different hybridization environments. The goal is to incorporate many-body dispersion, but we note that the only many-body part of the XSAPT procedure is the self-consistent XPol charge embedding.\textsuperscript{20,29,34} This is built upon a double self-consistent field approach,\textsuperscript{34,39,60} wherein each monomer wave function is iteratively converged in the presence of atomic point charges for the other monomers. These point charges are determined in order to reproduce the molecular electrostatic potential of the environment,\textsuperscript{29} and are themselves iteratively updated until convergence. SAPT corrections through second order are then applied in a pairwise-additive way.\textsuperscript{20} In view of this, we propose to examine how the second-order dispersion energy,

$$E_{\text{disp}} = E^{(2)}_{\text{disp}} + E^{(2)}_{\text{exch-disp}} \tag{3}$$

changes when XPol wave functions are substituted for the gas-phase monomer wave functions used in traditional SAPT. We propose the following dispersion correction (DC):

$$E_{\text{DC}(\text{full})} = \sum_A \sum_{B>A} \left( E^{(2),\text{XSAPT}}_{\text{disp},AB} + E^{(2),\text{XSAPT}}_{\text{exch-disp},AB} - E^{(2),\text{SAPT}}_{\text{disp},AB} - E^{(2),\text{SAPT}}_{\text{exch-disp},AB} \right) \tag{4}$$

The double sum runs over all \textit{pairs} of monomers and evaluates the difference between the SAPT and XSAPT versions of the second-order dispersion energy in eq 3. For the XSAPT terms, the XPol wave functions are computed in the environment of all monomers, so eq 4 is a correction for many-body dispersion or, equivalently, an adjustment of the pairwise dispersion to account for the many-body polarization effects of the environment.

Within the context of noncovalent quantum chemistry, the term “many-body” (or more specifically, “body”) is commonly used in two different ways by different practitioners. On the one hand there is the SAPT community, to whom the “bodies” are monomers and therefore nonadditive effects do not appear until trimers, by definition. It is in this sense of the term that XSAPT implicitly incorporates many-body induction, by means of the XPol procedure that polarizes the monomers so that their charge distributions are representative of the many-body environment. At the same time, however, there is a sizable community of developers working on DFT+D methods, a category that includes both Grimme-style empirical dispersion potentials\textsuperscript{36} but also Tkatchenko–Scheffler-type models.\textsuperscript{22} Within this latter community the “bodies” are implicitly \textit{atoms}, and dispersion effects not included in pairwise-atomic $C_{ij}/R^6$ potentials are considered nonadditive. This is Dobson’s point of view,\textsuperscript{21} in defining nonadditivity of types A and B. XSAPT+aiD contains elements from both of these communities and as such we are forced into a bifurcated usage of the term “many-body”. The “many-body dispersion” that is captured by the correction in eq 4 corresponds to Dobson’s type A, wherein squeezing and crowding due to
many-body polarization effects (arising from the other monomers) modifies the interatomic dispersion.

The cost to evaluate \( E^{(2)}_{\text{exch-disp}} \) grows as \( O(N_f^3) \), whereas \( E^{(2)}_{\text{disp}} \) is only \( O(N_f^4) \). At the same time, the former is typically several times smaller than the latter and decays exponentially with increasing monomer separation near the equilibrium separation. As such, the SAPT and XSAPT exchange-dispersion terms may cancel to a much greater extent, compared to the “direct” dispersion terms \( E^{(2)}_{\text{disp}} \). In practice, we will therefore approximate eq 4 by omitting the exchange-dispersion terms. This defines

\[
E_{\text{DC(partial)}} = \sum_A \sum_{B>A} \left( E^{(2),\text{XSAPT}}_{\text{disp,AB}} - E^{(2),\text{SAPT}}_{\text{disp,AB}} \right)
\]

(5)

The extent to which \( E_{\text{DC(full)}} \approx E_{\text{DC(partial)}} \) will be tested herein.

Among the components of the SAPT interaction energy, the dispersion energy converges most slowly with respect to the basis set.\(^{41,42}\) However, we anticipate that the difference in eq 5 may converge faster, which is borne out by the tests presented below. (Similarly, the difference between coupled Kohn–Sham and uncoupled Hartree–Fock dispersion energies exhibits a weaker dependence on the basis set than the two dispersion energy themselves.\(^{43}\)) Previous work has shown that triple-\( \zeta \) basis sets are needed to converge the electrostatic and induction energies in \((X)\text{SAPT}\),\(^{29,30}\) so in the end we arrive at a composite method that employs a triple-\( \zeta \) basis set to perform the XSAPT(KS)+aid3 calculation, whose cost scales as \( O(N_f^4) \), but a double-\( \zeta \) basis set to evaluate the \( O(N_f^5) \) correction in eq 5.

III. PRELIMINARY TESTS

III.A. Computational Details. Ions have proven to be challenging for SAPT,\(^{44,45}\) and we will examine \( F^- \), \( Cl^- \), \( SO_4^{2-} \), \( Li^+ \), \( Na^+ \), and \( K^+ \) in \((H_2O)_n\) clusters \((n = 1–6)\). To accomplish this, our aid3 dispersion potential\(^{26}\) was extended to include parameters for \( Li \), \( Na \), and \( K \), as described in the Supporting Information. Some larger clusters including \((H_2O)_{20}\), \( F^-(H_2O)_{10} \), and clathrate hydrates will be examined as well. All cluster structures and the details of how they were obtained can be found in the Supporting Information.

Energies reported in this work are intermolecular interaction energies, not including relaxation energies for the monomers. Benchmark interaction energies at the CCSD(T) level, extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit, are provided in the Supporting Information, along with details of the procedures used to obtain them. As in previous work,\(^{30}\) we benchmark individual energy components (electrostatics, exchange repulsion, induction, and dispersion) at the SAPT2+(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ level. (Hereafter, we will abbreviate aug-cc-pVXZ as \( aXZ \).) Benchmarks at this level of theory were taken from ref 27 for the S22 dataset\(^{46}\) and reported here for the S66 dataset\(^{47}\) (see the Supporting Information).

The success of SAPT(KS) calculations is crucially dependent on achieving correct asymptotic behavior of the exchange-correlation functional for each monomer.\(^{27}\) XSAPT(KS) calculations reported here use the LRC-\( \omega \)PBE functional,\(^{48}\) for which the range-separation parameter \( \omega \) is tuned in a monomer-specific fashion in order to obtain proper asymptotic behavior. A well-established way to do this is the “IP tuning” procedure of Baer and co-workers,\(^{49}\) wherein \( \omega \) is adjusted so that

\[-\varepsilon_{\text{HOMO}}(\omega) = \text{IP}(\omega) \]

(6)

where \( \varepsilon_{\text{HOMO}} \) is the highest occupied energy level obtained using LRC-\( \omega \)PBE, and “IP” denotes the ionization potential computed using the same functional. The value of \( \omega \) is adjusted until eq 6 is satisfied, and we call this optimized value \( \omega_{\text{opt}} \). An alternative “global density-dependent” (GDD) tuning procedure has also been suggested\(^{50}\) and used in our most recent XSAPT work.\(^{32}\) In this approach, an optimal value of \( \omega \) is obtained from the average distance between an electron in the outer regions of the molecule and the exchange hole in the region of compact orbitals. We examine both procedures, and tuned values of \( \omega \) for each of the monomers considered here are available in the Supporting Information. All XSAPT(KS)+aid3 calculations use the hpTZVPP basis set, as recommended in our previous work.\(^{25,30}\) This basis consists of def2-TZVPP augmented with diffuse functions on non-hydrogen atoms that are taken from Pople’s 6-311+G basis set.

As compared to the asymptotic correction schemes that are most often employed in DFT-SAPT calculations,\(^{25,26}\) which involve splicing together a short-range exchange-correlation potential with an asymptotically correct one, the LRC-\( \omega \)PBE tuning procedure has the advantage that it preserves the relationship \( \varepsilon_{\text{exc}} = \delta E_{\text{exc}} / \delta \omega \). This relationship is sacrificed when \( \varepsilon_{\text{exc}} \) is spliced together from different sources. Alternatively, Chai and co-workers\(^{51}\) have developed an asymptotic correction called the strictly localized Fermi-Amaldi (LFA) scheme that can be added to any semilocal functional, which achieves correct asymptotic behavior but also ensures that \( \varepsilon_{\text{exc}} \) is the functional derivative of a well-defined energy functional. We will test the LFA corrections for use with XSAPT(KS).

Finally, we will test some density functionals that have emerged as reasonable choices for describing noncovalent interactions.\(^{50,52–57}\) These include \( \omega \)B97X-D3,\(^ {53}\) B97-D2,\(^ {15,58,59}\) PW6B95-D3(0), which uses the “zero-damping” D3(0) potential;\(^ {11,60}\) the Minnesota functionals M06-2X,\(^ {51}\) M11,\(^ {52}\) and MN15;\(^ {63}\) and finally the functionals B97M-V,\(^ {37}\) \( \omega \)B97X-V,\(^ {56}\) and \( \omega \)B97M-V,\(^ {56}\) each of which includes nonlocal VV10 correlation.\(^ {57}\) These were selected for their performance on noncovalent interactions, but we will also examine the recently developed SCAN functional,\(^ {56}\) which satisfies all known exact constraints on the Hohenberg–Kohn functional, along with its hybrid variant SCAN0.\(^ {67}\) We include these because the SCAN functional has recently been used in \( ab \) \textit{initio} molecular dynamics simulations of both liquid water\(^ {58–70}\) and aqueous NaCl,\(^ {71}\) but to the best of our knowledge there has been only one previous study of SCAN for the analogous cluster systems.\(^ {72}\) Finally, we test a variety of DFT methods that have been recommended for clathrate hydrates,\(^ {53}\) as detailed in Section IV.C. All DFT calculations reported here use the def2-TZVPPD basis set,\(^ {74,75}\) and all are counterpoise-corrected.

The \textit{Orca} program\(^ {76}\) was used for the alkali–water cluster optimizations with TPSS+D3, the CCSD(T) calculations using the domain-based local pair natural orbital (DPLNO) approximation,\(^ {77}\) and the MP2 calculations for clathrate hydrates. The \textit{Psi4} program\(^ {78}\) was used for all SAPT2+(3) calculations, and for single-point MP2 and CCSD(T) calculations for SO\(_4^{2-}(H_2O)_n\) and alkali–water clusters. All remaining calculations were performed using a locally modified version of Q-Chem.\(^ {79}\)

III.B. Density Functionals for XSAPT(KS). The SAPT energy decomposition has been generalized for use with
The SAPT0 method, when used in conjunction with the jun-cc-pVDZ (jaDZ) basis set, has been suggested for use in large systems. SAPT0 is essentially Hartree–Fock theory for the monomers combined with MP2 theory for the intermolecular interactions, and thus suffers from the usual MP2-like overestimation of dispersion. However, dispersion converges more slowly to the basis-set limit, compared to the other energy components, and use of the partially augmented jaDZ basis exploits error cancellation to obtain reasonable interaction energies. (For large monomers, however, this cancellation appears to work less well.) SAPT0/jaDZ calculations may not be fully converged for electrostatics and polarization, and this is borne out in Figure 1, where it is shown that SAPT0/jaDZ exhibits larger errors for the electrostatic, induction, and exchange energies, compared to any of the SAPT(KS) methods except that based on PBE. Although SAPT0/jaDZ can be used to estimate energy components in reasonably large systems, it exhibits fifth-order scaling, compared to the cubic-scaling XSAPT(KS)+aID approach, which actually affords smaller errors. Upon adding the empirical dispersion potential and comparing to CCSD(T)/CBS interaction energies (Figure 2), we find that XSAPT-

(a) S22

(b) S66

Figure 1. Mean absolute errors (MAEs) for individual energy components in XSAPT(KS)/hpTZVPP calculations, using various KS density functionals, for (a) the S22 dataset and (b) the S66 dataset. SAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ results are also shown as a point of comparison, and the benchmarks are SAPT2+(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. The LRC-oPBE calculations used $\omega_\text{IP}$ and $\omega_{\text{GDD}}$ values are tuned.

XSAPT, and in Figure 1 we evaluate the performance of XSAPT(KS) for reproducing energy components for the S22 and S66 sets of dimers. Five different density functionals are tested, where four of them are asymptotically corrected, and the benchmark is SAPT2+(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ. (Hereafter, we abbreviate aug-cc-pVXZ as “aXZ”, for X = D, T, Q.) We do not consider the dispersion contribution to the energy in this analysis, because we know it to be inaccurate, hence the motivation for XSAPT(KS)+aID.

Mean absolute errors (MAEs) for the electrostatic and induction (polarization) energies are similar for all of the functionals tested here. This is consistent with the generally well-behaved basis-set convergence of the electrostatic energy in SAPT, which has a tendency to converge in triple-\(\zeta\) basis sets. For the exchange (Pauli repulsion) energy, MAEs decrease in the following order:

\[
PBE > \text{LFA}-PBE \approx \text{LRC-oPBE} > \text{LRC-oPBE}(\omega_\text{IP}) \approx \text{LRC-oPBE}(\omega_{\text{GDD}})
\]

The order suggests that the improvement is due to better asymptotic behavior of the exchange-correlation potential. Consistent with previous work, this demonstrates the necessity of tuning the range separation parameter for SAPT(KS) and XSAPT(KS) calculations. Both the $\omega_\text{IP}$ and $\omega_{\text{GDD}}$ tuning schemes afford MAEs of <0.5 kcal/mol in each of the energy components. Whereas LFA-PBE is more computationally efficient, because it does not require Hartree–Fock exchange, the MAE for the exchange energy is doubled, compared to LRC-DFT with $\omega$ tuning.

Figure 2. MAEs for S22 and S66 with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks, for XSAPT(KS)+aID3/hpTZVPP with five different density functionals. Also shown are SAPT0/jaDZ and SAPT2+(3)/aTZ results.

(KS)+aID3 is indeed more accurate than SAPT0/jaDZ, predicting each energy component to within 0.1 kcal/mol of SAPT2+(3). Note that both SAPT2+(3) and CCSD(T) are \(O(N^5)\) methods but the former is inherently free of basis set superposition error (BSSE) and thus can be trusted in triple-\(\zeta\) basis sets, without counterpoise correction.

In view of these results, all XSAPT(KS)+aID3 calculations for the remainder of this article will be based on tuned LRC-oPBE.

II.C. Basis Sets for Nonadditive Dispersion. We expect error cancellation to reduce the basis-set dependence of the dispersion corrections in eqs 4 and 5, so this dependence is examined here using three small systems for which the nonadditive correction is relatively large: \(\text{F}^+(\text{H}_2\text{O})_6\), \(\text{Cl}^-(\text{H}_2\text{O})_6\), and \(\text{SO}_4^{2-}(\text{H}_2\text{O})_6\). (Results are similar when LRC-oPBE is used with either $\omega_\text{IP}$ or $\omega_{\text{GDD}}$ tuning, so only the $\omega_\text{IP}$ data are shown here.) We take XSAPT(KS)/hpTZVPP results using the “full” correction (eq 4) as the benchmark, and present error statistics for these three systems in Figure 3, using a variety of basis sets. Basis sets are ordered left to right in Figure 3, in order of increasing basis size, as a guide to the eye in gauging convergence (or the lack thereof).
For the basis sets examined in Figure 3, the full nonadditive correction converges smoothly to the hpTZVPP result as the size of the double-$\zeta$ basis set is increased, with $\text{aDZ}$ converged to within 2%. Good performance in this scheme requires converging both the direct- and exchange-dispersion energy corrections. In contrast, the partial correction (eq 5) omits the exchange-dispersion component and is therefore more reliant on error cancellation, and convergence is found to be correspondingly more erratic. The minimum error is 5%, for 6-31+G(d), but increases for smaller basis sets. Because fourth-order scaling is quite a favorable approach with 6-31+G(d), we will use this basis to evaluate $E_{\text{DC}(\text{partial})}$ in the remainder of this work, except clathrate hydrate/host complexes, where $E_{\text{DC}(\text{full})}$ calculated with hpTZVPP will be used in order to obtain highly accurate results in these systems.

IV. RESULTS FOR CLUSTERS

IV.A. Small Ion–Water Clusters. Ionic systems prove to be challenging test cases for SAPT and other methods. Table 1 shows MAEs for interaction energies in small ion–water clusters, $X(H_2O)_{n=1-6}$ with $X = F^-$, $Cl^-$, $SO_4^{2-}$, $Li^+$, $Na^+$, and $K^+$. The XSAPT(KS) + aiD3 method based on $\omega_{\text{GDD}}$-tuned LRC-$\omega$PBE works slightly better (0.9 kcal/mol on average) than $\omega_{\text{IP}}$ tuning for the anionic clusters. On the other hand, $\omega_{\text{IP}}$ tuning works slightly better (0.3 kcal/mol on average) than $\omega_{\text{GDD}}$ tuning for the cations. For the entire dataset, the MAEs are 2.0 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{IP}}$) and 1.6 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{GDD}}$).

The performance of XSAPT(KS) + aiD3 for the anions is largely improved by including the DC term. For example, the MAEs for the fluoride–water clusters are reduced from 3.36 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{IP}}$) and 2.39 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{GDD}}$) to 1.11 and 0.55 kcal/mol, respectively. Although errors increase slightly when the DC term is added to the cation calculations, the correction is small in those cases; its maximum value is only 0.65 kcal/mol for $K^+(H_2O)_6$.

In ref 20, we speculated that relatively large errors in XSAPT(KS) + aiD3 calculations for halide–water clusters might arise from missing three-body induction couplings, the formalism for which has been worked out and implemented, but which are somewhat expensive to evaluate. We further speculated that a “$\delta$MP2” correction might help, as it accounts for higher-order induction–dispersion coupling, and has been used successfully for other SAPT calculations involving anions. (Unfortunately, the $\delta$MP2 correction requires a supersystem MP2 calculation.) The present results demonstrate that increased accuracy (relative to the calculations reported in ref 20) can be achieved without turning to these more-expensive corrections, simply by correcting for type-A screening effects on the dispersion coefficients. The nonadditive dispersion correction ranges up to 3 kcal/mol in magnitude, with the largest value for $SO_4^{2-}(H_2O)_6$. When it is included, the composite $O(N_f^3)$ method, XSAPT(KS) + aiD3 + DC, affords MAEs of 1.1 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{IP}}$) and 0.9 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{GDD}}$), for the entire ion–water dataset.

Considering some supersystem methods applied to the same dataset (see Table 1), the MP2/CBS method affords mean errors of $\leq 1.0$ kcal/mol in all cases, with a MAE of 0.4 kcal/mol for the entire dataset and slightly better performance for cations than for anions. However, quadruple-$\zeta$ basis sets are required for the extrapolation. A correction defined as

$$\delta_{\text{CCSD(T)}} = E_{\text{CCSD(T)}} - E_{\text{MP2}}$$

for higher-order induction–dispersion coupling has been used successfully for other SAPT calculations involving anions. (Unfortunately, the $\delta$MP2 correction requires a supersystem MP2 calculation.) The present results demonstrate that increased accuracy (relative to the calculations reported in ref 20) can be achieved without turning to these more-expensive corrections, simply by correcting for type-A screening effects on the dispersion coefficients. The nonadditive dispersion correction ranges up to 3 kcal/mol in magnitude, with the largest value for $SO_4^{2-}(H_2O)_6$. When it is included, the composite $O(N_f^3)$ method, XSAPT(KS) + aiD3 + DC, affords MAEs of 1.1 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{IP}}$) and 0.9 kcal/mol ($\omega_{\text{GDD}}$), for the entire ion–water dataset.

Table 1. Mean Absolute Errors$^a$ in Interaction Energies for Ion–Water Clusters$^b$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mean Absolute Error, MAE$^c$ (kcal/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>anions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supersystem Methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP2/CBS</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B97-D2</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$B97X-D3</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B97M-V</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$B97X-V</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$B97M-V</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M06-2X</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN15</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW6b95-D3(0)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN0</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAPT Methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAPT(KS)+aiD3 ($\omega_{\text{IP}}$)</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAPT(KS)+aiD3+DC ($\omega_{\text{IP}}$)$^f$</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAPT(KS)+aiD3 ($\omega_{\text{GDD}}$)$^f$</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAPT(KS)+aiD3+DC ($\omega_{\text{GDD}}$)$^f$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Error is defined with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks. $^b$X(H2O)$_{n=1-6}$ with $X = F^-$, $Cl^-$, $SO_4^{2-}$, $Li^+$, $Na^+$, and $K^+$. $^c$The lowest three MAEs in each column are highlighted in boldface italic. $^d$Using def2-TZVPPD with counterpoise correction. $^e$Using hpTZVPPD for XSAPT(KS). $^f$Using 6-31+G(d) for the nonadditive dispersion correction.

* DOI: 10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00527
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clusters, and is therefore recommended for use in ion

similar MAE for both the anion

functionals M06-2X, M11, and MN15 exhibit similarly large errors

kcal/mol, for lithium

poor, especially for the cations where the errors range up to 5.7

larger MAEs. The performance of

for the anions, only the SCAN and SCAN0 functionals exhibit

According to the prism isomer.

errors only a marginal

Supersystem Methods

MP2/CBS 0.33 (0.7) 0.46 2.69 (1.4) 0.18 2.02 (1.2) 0.31
B97-D2 G 4.50 (9.6) 0.51 23.04 (11.6) 0.49 11.34 (6.7) 0.65
ωB97X-D3 G 1.54 (3.3) 0.22 6.12 (3.1) 0.33 4.96 (2.9) 0.46
B97M-V 0.38 (0.8) 0.70 2.86 (1.4) 0.33 0.15 (0.1) 0.31
ωB97X-V 0.27 (0.6) 0.06 1.68 (0.8) 0.07 0.24 (0.1) 0.32
ωB97M-V 0.26 (0.6) 0.19 0.91 (0.5) 0.13 0.48 (0.3) 0.11
M06-2X 1.31 (2.8) 1.70 3.03 (1.5) 1.18 8.33 (5.0) 0.53
M11 0.88 (1.9) 1.39 10.20 (5.2) 1.06 1.65 (1.0) 0.77
MN15 0.72 (1.5) 1.26 8.91 (4.5) 0.86 2.11 (1.2) 0.73
PW6B95-D3 G 0.27 (0.6) 0.20 6.31 (3.2) 0.29 1.00 (0.6) 0.32
SCAN 4.75 (10.1) 0.53 17.74 (9.0) 0.45 14.30 (8.5) 2.27
SCAN0 G 4.47 (9.5) 0.04 14.91 (7.5) 0.27 12.47 (7.4) 0.41

XSAPT Methods

XSAPT(KS)+aD3 (ωB9) G 0.99 (2.1) 0.43 6.42 (3.2) 1.02 5.71 (3.4) 0.56
XSAPT(KS)+aD3+Dc (ωB9) G 0.45 (0.9) 0.20 0.93 (0.5) 0.72 1.32 (0.8) 0.32
XSAPT(KS)+xD3 (ωB9) 0.38 (0.8) 0.45 3.48 (1.8) 1.02 3.48 (92.1) 0.53
XSAPT(KS)+xD3+Dc (ωB9) G 1.10 (2.1) 0.21 2.23 (1.1) 0.72 0.98 (0.6) 0.33

"Error is defined with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks, and the lowest three MAEs among supersystem methods are indicated in boldface italic type. 6 Relative to the prism isomer. 7 Relative to isomer 1. 8 Using def2-TZVPPD with counterpoise correction. 9 Using B97X-V functional, 66 the SCAN functional nevertheless requires an empirical dispersion correction. Relative to isomer 1. 86 For the ion–water data set assembled here, the lowest overall MAE

D(0), and 0.7 kcal/mol for B97M-V, and these are comparable to MP2/CBS results. These results are consistent with those in other recent studies. For example, in a recent DFT study of interaction energies and harmonic vibrational frequencies for M'(H2O) systems,85 with M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs, it was found that ωB97M-V performed best among a variety of functionals. More generally, ωB97X-V and ωB97M-V afford the best performance for noncovalent interactions in a comprehensive study of 200 modern density functionals.86 For the ion–water data set assembled here, the lowest overall MAE obtained using ωB97X-V, which furthermore affords a similar MAE for both the anion–water and the cation–water clusters, and is therefore recommended for use in ion–water clusters.

The B97-D2 functional exhibits the worst overall performance of any of the methods considered in Table 1. For the cations, its MAE is the largest of the functionals tested here; for the anions, only the SCAN and SCAN0 functionals exhibit larger MAEs. The performance of ωB97X-D3 is also quite poor, especially for the cations where the errors range up to 5.7 kcal/mol, for lithium–water clusters. The Minnesota functionals M06-2X, M11, and MN15 exhibit similarly large errors for the anions, although they are superior to ωB97X-D3 for the cations. The SCAN functional overestimates interaction energies for all anionic clusters and some cationic clusters and affords a MAE of 2.9 kcal/mol for the entire dataset.

It is worth remarking that despite satisfying all known exact constraints on the Hohenberg–Kohn functional,68 the SCAN functional nevertheless requires an empirical dispersion correction for best performance.72,87,88 For ion–water clusters, however, SCAN already overestimates the interaction energies and this will only be exacerbated by the addition of an attractive dispersion correction. SCAN, with no dispersion correction, has been used in ab initio molecular dynamics simulations to simulate the potential mean force of a Na+...Cl− ion pair in liquid water, as has ωB97X-V, and these two functionals predict different relative stabilities for the two free-energy minima.71 The ωB97X-V prediction is consistent with that inferred from neutron diffraction experiments,71 and our results support the conclusion that ωB97X-V is preferable for simulations of aqueous ions.

The hybrid SCAN0 functional offers only a marginal improvement upon SCAN, overestimating the interaction energies for all of the ionic clusters except K'(H2O) and K'(H2O)2. As with SCAN itself, the addition of a van der Waals model89 to SCAN0 will only further exaggerate the already too-large interaction energies for ion–water clusters. Although SCAN0 predicts accurate interaction energies for ion pairs containing halide anions,90 it does not provide accurate interaction energies for the ion–water cluster considered here.

Note that, along with SCAN0, each of the functionals such as M06-2X, M11, MN15, ωB97X-D3, and ωB97X-V contains Hartree–Fock exchange, whereas B97M-V does not. This makes the latter functional an attractive option for large systems, especially given that its MAE is only 0.7 kcal/mol. In cases where Hartree–Fock exchange is not a limiting factor, the use of ωB97X-V is clearly preferable.

Finally, there is PW6B95-D3 (0), which is a seemingly odd combination but one that has been used previously by Grimme and co-workers,91–96 and subsequently by us.32 It has shown surprisingly good performance in noncovalent applications involving large monomers, and its MAE for these ion–water clusters is only 0.6 kcal/mol. However, PW6B95-D3 (0) performs quite poorly for (H2O)20 clusters, as demonstrated below. Nevertheless, it has previously been recommended for use in water clusters.97

**IVB. Larger Clusters.** For the ion–water clusters, the largest values of the nonadditive dispersion correction are obtained for the largest clusters we examined. (Large ion polarizabilities also increase the magnitude of this correction, as in the sulfate clusters.) In this section, we will therefore
examine results for some larger clusters, including \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) and \(\text{F}^-(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{10}\).

First, however, we consider eight low-lying structures of \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{6}\) from ref 98. MAEs for both total interaction energies and relative isomer energies, computed using various methods and evaluated with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks, are shown in Table 2. For interaction energies, XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3}\) affords MAEs of 1.0 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{aID3}})\) and 0.4 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{GDD}})\). Adding the DC term, which averages 1.4 kcal/mol for these eight clusters and is repulsive in nature, changes the MAEs to 0.5 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{aID3}})\) and 1.1 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{GDD}})\).

All of the supersystem methods examined here afford MAEs below 1 kcal/mol for the interaction energies of \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{6}\) isomers, except for B97-D2, \(\omega\text{B97X}-\text{D3, M06-2X, SCAN, and SCAN0. B97-D2 significantly underestimates the interaction energies whereas SCAN and SCAN0 overestimate them. As with the ion–water clusters, the best methods are \(\omega\text{B97X}, \omega\text{B97M-V, and PW6B95-D3(0), each with a MAE of 0.3 kcal/mol for this dataset. However, PW6B95-D3(0) predicts the wrong relative energy for the “bag” and “cyclic chair” isomers, a subtlety that is also problematic for the XSAPT methods. Surprisingly, SCAN0 gives the best relative energies, compared with CCSD(T)/CBS results, even while it significantly overestimates the interaction energies. \(\text{B97X-V}\) and \(\omega\text{B97M-V}\) give the correct energetic ordering for all of the isomers and simultaneously are the best two methods for the total interaction energies themselves. These appear to be good functionals for noncovalent interactions in water.}

To examine what happens in larger clusters, we consider 10 low-energy isomers of \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) from refs 99 and 100. Error statistics are again listed in Table 2. All supersystem methods underbind all isomers, with the exception of the \(\omega\text{B97X-D3, M06-2X, SCAN, and SCAN0 functionals. These four functionals overestimate the interaction energies, with SCAN (MAE = 18 kcal/mol) and SCAN0 (MAE = 15 kcal/mol) exhibiting particularly large errors. (A recent study of water clusters using the SCAN functional also found that interaction energies were overestimated,\(^{72}\) Nevertheless, this functional has been used recently to model liquid water.\(^{68-70}\) The B97-D2 functional, on the other hand, exhibits very large errors in the opposite direction, underestimating the interaction energies by 23 kcal/mol, on average. This inconsistency between functionals mirrors the situation for polymorphs of ice,\(^{101,102}\) for which DFT fails to provide consistent performance and the inclusion of dispersion corrections is not always helpful.}

The MP2/CBS method (MAE = 2.7 kcal/mol) performs reasonably well for \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) as do the functionals B97M-V (MAE = 2.9 kcal/mol), \(\omega\text{B97X-V (1.7 kcal/mol), and \omega\text{B97M-V (0.9 kcal/mol). All other functionals considered here exhibit MAEs of >3 kcal/mol. This includes PW6B95-D3(0), whose performance is significantly worse for \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) (MAE = 6.3 kcal/mol) than it is for \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{6}\) (MAE = 0.3 kcal/mol). Although M11 and MN15 are from the new generations of Minnesota functionals, their performance for \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) is not competitive with the best-performing functionals and is considerably worse than that of the older M06-2X functional.}

Considering the XSAPT approaches, XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3}\) performs better with \(\omega_{\text{GDD}}\) tuning than with \(\omega_{\text{IP}}\) tuning, as was also the case for \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{6}\). In either case, the errors are significantly reduced by the DC term, affording MAEs of 0.9 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{IP}})\) and 2.2 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{GDD}})\). Of the methods examined here, the only ones that afford MAEs of <1 kcal/mol for \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) are XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3}+\text{DC (}\omega_{\text{IP}})\) and \(\omega\text{B97M-V. Comparing absolute errors in interaction energies between \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{6}\) and \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) is potentially deceptive, as a roughly constant error per monomer (or per hydrogen bond) might pass unnoticed in such an analysis. Therefore, we have also listed the MAEs in Table 2 in percentage terms. For many of the methods examined here, percentage errors are larger in the larger system, with M11, MN15, and PW6B95-D3(0) being egregious examples of this trend. However, the same is not true for XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3}+\text{DC, nor for the functionals \omega\text{B97X-V, \omega\text{B97M-V, M06-2X, SCAN, and SCAN0. (Percentage errors for \omega\text{B97X-V are also only slightly larger for the 20-mer.) Particularly promising are the \omega\text{B97X-V and \omega\text{B97M-V functionals and the XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3}+\text{DC (}\omega_{\text{IP}})\) method, each of which exhibits a percentage error of ≤1.0% in both cluster sizes. These three are the only methods examined here for which this is true.}

Compared to total interaction energies, predicting the relative energies of different cluster isomers appears to be an easier problem and all supersystem methods afford MAEs of ≤0.5 kcal/mol in \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) except for the three Minnesota functionals, where the MAEs are ~1 kcal/mol. The two XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3}+\text{DC methods also afford MAEs of 1.0 kcal/mol, decreasing to 0.7 kcal/mol when the DC term is added. The DC term also reduces the largest relative energy error for the XSAPT methods (in isomer 6) from 2.7 kcal/mol to 1.9 kcal/mol.}

Isomer 6 is the most highly coordinated of the 10 \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) isomers, and it has been noted that it affords the largest relative energy error for some DFT methods as well.\(^{100}\) None of the supersystem methods tested in this study give the correct energetic ordering for all of the \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) isomers but the best performance for relative energies comes from the three functionals B97M-V, \(\omega\text{B97X-V, and \omega\text{B97M-V. The \omega\text{B97X-V functional predicts the wrong relative energy ordering only for isomers 5 and 6, and the functionals \omega\text{B97M-V only predict the wrong order for isomer 4 and 7. The XSAPT methods also do well. For example, XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3}+\text{DC (}\omega_{\text{GDD}})\) exhibits a large error for just one isomer (6, as shown in the Supporting Information). Further improvement may require an even more-sophisticated treatment of dispersion, such as the coupled Kohn–Sham dispersion that is used in SAPT(DFT).\(^{5,24}\)\)

Lastly in this section, we consider 10 isomers of \(\text{F}^-(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{10}\) where the presence of the anion increases the dispersion energy. Error statistics for total interaction energies and relative energies are listed in Table 2. Among supersystem methods, B97M-V, \(\omega\text{B97X-V, and \omega\text{B97M-V perform the best; these are the only supersystem methods whose MAEs are <0.5 kcal/mol. All other supersystem methods exhibit MAEs of >1 kcal/mol, and for B97-D2, M06-2X, SCAN, and SCAN0, the MAEs are >8 kcal/mol. For relative energies, most supersystem methods exhibit MAEs of 0.1–0.5 kcal/mol, the exceptions being B97-D2 (0.6 kcal/mol), MN15 (0.7 kcal/mol), and SCAN (2.3 kcal/mol).}

As also seen for the \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{20}\) clusters, the addition of the DC term to XSAPT(\(\text{KS}\))\(+\text{aID3} affords a modest increase in accuracy for relative energies, bringing the results into alignment with the best supersystem approaches in this case, but affects a significant increase in accuracy for total interaction energies. Errors of 3.5 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{GDD}})\) and 5.7 kcal/mol \((\omega_{\text{IP}})\) in the latter are reduced to 1.0 and 1.3 kcal/mol, respectively, when the DC term is added. As such, our
The water cages $5^{12}$ and $5^{12}6^6$ are used here as methane hosts in various MP2, DFT, and XSAPT calculations, where they are compared to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks reported here for the first time. We also consider tetrahydrofuran (THF) in $5^{12}6^6$, since hydrogen storage has been achieved under industrially attainable conditions using this framework, where THF stabilizes the type II clathrate hydrate. The water cage $5^{12}6^6$ is used here as THF host to study the interactions between them. Geometries of CH$_4$@(H$_2$O)$_{24}$ and THF@(H$_2$O)$_{24}$ optimized at the B97M-V/6-31+G(d) level, are shown in Figure 4.

Error statistics for total interaction energies using various methods are shown in Table 3. The CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks, reported here for the first time, are computed with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks. Using de2-TZVPPD with counterpoise correction. Using hpTZVPP for XSAPT(KS). Using hpTZVPP for the nonadditive dispersion correction, $E_{DC(hp)}$. Error statistics for total interaction energies using various methods are shown in Table 3. The CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks, reported here for the first time, are computed with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks. Using de2-TZVPPD with counterpoise correction. Using hpTZVPP for XSAPT(KS). Using hpTZVPP for the nonadditive dispersion correction, $E_{DC(hp)}$.
and is destabilizing. This correction is small enough that MP2/CBS benchmarks are probably adequate for these systems.

High-level ab initio studies of the CH₄(H₂O)₂₇ isomer considered here have also been reported by Jordan and co-workers,⁷ and although the geometry in that work was obtained at a different level of theory, it is probably still safe to make some comparisons. In ref 146, a MP2/CBS interaction energy of −5.04 kcal/mol (almost identical to the value determined here) was obtained from extrapolation of aDZ, aTZ, and aQZ results. The δE_{CCSD(T)} correction reported in ref 146 was estimated using a many-body expansion truncated at the two- or three-body level, and taking the difference between CCSD(T)-F12b₄ and MP2-F12₅ basis set to define δE_{CCSD(T)}. The two-body and three-body estimates are δE_{CCSD(T)} ≈ −0.90 kcal/mol and −0.14 kcal/mol, respectively. These corrections are slightly attractive, but neglect four-body and higher-order terms that are likely not completely negligible.⁵⁻⁻⁷ In contrast, our δE_{CCSD(T)} corrections are slightly repulsive and were computed via a CCSD(T) calculation on the full system, albeit within the DLPNO approximation. Our CCSD(T)/CBS interaction energy of −4.88 kcal/mol agrees with the QMC result (−5.3 ± 0.5 kcal/mol) to within the statistical uncertainty of the latter, suggesting that δE_{CCSD(T)} is indeed slightly repulsive or at least not attractive. This agreement also suggests that our benchmarks for these three host/guest complexes are reliable. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks for host/guest complexes involving water clusters of this size. That being said, the fact that δE_{CCSD(T)} < 0.3 kcal/mol, according to our calculations, implies that MP2/CBS is a reliable method to study interactions between water cages and guest molecules, and for the three clathrate hydrates considered here, the MP2/CBS interaction energies differ from CCSD(T)/CBS results by an average of only 0.2 kcal/mol, or 2.6%.

Considering some of the previously recommended density functionals, we find (not surprisingly) that the guest molecules are unbound when revPBE and B3LYP are applied to the clathrate hydrates, although they become bound upon the addition of Grimme’s D2 correction.¹⁵ The MAEs for B3LYP-D2 and PBE-D2 are 0.7 and 0.8 kcal/mol, respectively. However, if the D2 correction is replaced by D3, which is generally superior to D2,¹⁵ the mean errors actually increase, to 2.2 kcal/mol (BLYP-D3), 2.8 kcal/mol (ωB97X-D3), and 1.6 kcal/mol [PW6B95-D3(0)]. The three functionals recommended by Liu et al.,¹⁵ namely, ωB97X-D, M06-2X, and B97-D2, exhibit MAEs of 1.3, 1.1, and 0.1 kcal/mol, respectively. Of all of these functionals, therefore, only B97-D2 can be considered reliable, with errors averaging just 2%, and indeed this functional has been used in several previous studies of clathrate hydrates.⁵,¹³,¹₀,¹₂,¹₂⁷

On the other hand, the recommendation from ref 73 is to use B97-D2 in conjunction with the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set and without counterpoise correction, whereas all of the DFT calculations reported in Table 3 use def2-TZVPPD with counterpoise correction. Therefore, in Table 4, we compare B97-D2 results using either basis set, both with and without counterpoise correction. The recommended procedure from ref 73 affords a MAE of 1.7 kcal/mol, or 21.7%. Use of def2-TZVPPD reduces the error to 0.4 kcal/mol (5.2%), even without counterpoise correction, and with counterpoise correction the MAE is reduced to <0.2 kcal/mol for either basis set. In view of these data, the recommendation from ref 73 cannot be taken seriously and indeed one should be skeptical, in our opinion, of any recommendation to avoid counterpoise correction, as this implies that good results are balanced on an error cancellation whose robustness may be questionable. Concerns have occasionally been raised that the counterpoise procedure may overcorrect for BSSE but these concerns have been shown to be largely unfounded.¹⁵⁶–¹⁵⁸ Cases where the counterpoise-corrected result lies further from the true intermolecular interaction energy as compared to the uncorrected result are usually a sign that the basis set employed is not of benchmark quality.¹⁵⁶–¹⁵⁸ Basis-set incompleteness should not be conflated with BSSE. In this context, it is apropos to note that XAPT calculations are inherently free of BSSE.

It is interesting that MAEs for the clathrate hydrates are larger for the newer generation of Minnesota functionals, as compared to many of the other functionals considered here. Among M05-2X, M06-2X, M11, and MN15, the smallest MAE (0.6 kcal/mol) is obtained using M05-2X and the largest (3.6 kcal/mol) is obtained using MN15. (Similarly, it was noted above that the older ωB97X-D functional performs better than the newer ωB97X-D3 that was reparameterized in an effort to obtain a better dispersion correction.) The recently developed SCAN and SCAN0 functionals give MAEs of 1.1 and 2.4 kcal/mol, respectively. In principle, the “right way” to include dispersion in DFT is using a nonlocal correlation functional, but the three functionals that contain nonlocal correlation (ωB97M-V, ωB97X-V, and B97M-V) exhibit MAEs ranging from 0.9 to 2.0 kcal/mol and do not perform better than some of the older dispersion-corrected functionals including M05-2X, B97-D2, and B3LYP-D2. The performance of ωB97M-V and ωB97X-V for these clathrate hydrates is especially disappointing, in view of the favorable performances of these functionals for the other systems considered here, and for noncovalent interactions more generally.⁶,⁸,¹⁵⁸ These results perhaps provide a target for further improvement of these functionals. Inversely, B97-D2 performs well for these clathrate hydrates but very poorly for the other systems examined in this work, suggesting significant error cancellation in the case of the clathrate hydrates.

Turning to the XAPT methods, we first of all note that, for these clathrate hydrates, the computational cost of XAPT is considerably lower than that of supersystem DFT, since self-consistent field iterations are required only on the (very small) monomers, not the entire cluster, and subsequent SAPT calculations are required only on dimers (H₂O)₂, CH₄(H₂O), and THF(H₂O). XAPT(5S)+aiD3 affords MAEs of 0.8 kcal/mol that are actually slightly degraded (to 1.1 kcal/mol) via addition of the DC term. The E_{DC(partial)} correction, using ωIP tuning, contributes 0.07, 0.04, and 0.18 kcal/mol for CH₄(H₂O)₂, CH₄(H₂O)₂, and THF(H₂O)₂, respectively.

### Table 4. Mean Absolute Errors in B97-D2 Interaction Energies for the Clathrate Hydrates in Figure 4⁴

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>basis set</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>MAE (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-311++G(2d,2p) no</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-311++G(2d,2p) yes</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def2-TZVPPD no</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def2-TZVPPD yes</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Error is defined with respect to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks. CP = counterpoise correction.*
tively, and the corresponding values of $E_{\text{DC(full)}}$ are 0.23, 0.17, and 0.47 kcal/mol. Given that $E_{\text{DC(full)}}$ is $\sim$3 times larger than $E_{\text{DC(partial)}}$, we will use the former for calculations on the clathrate hydrates. XSAPT(KS)+aiD2 works surprisingly well for these systems, with a MAE of 0.5 kcal/mol, which improves to 0.3 kcal/mol (4% error) upon the addition of $E_{\text{DC(full)}}$. The choice of $\omega_{\text{D2}}$ versus $\omega_{\text{D2+DC}}$ matters little. We note in this case that the second-generation aiD2 potential performs slightly better as compared to aiD3.

Most of the supersystem methods predict that encapsulation of methane is more favorable in the (H2O)$_{20}$ cage than it is in (H2O)$_{24}$, in agreement with the CCSD(T)/CBS prediction. (The revPBE and B3LYP functionals are exceptions, but these have no dispersion corrections and therefore should not be trusted.) The XSAPT(KS)+aiD2 method predicts the same, as do the M05-2X and B97-D2 functionals, but XSAPT(KS)+aiD3 predicts the opposite. As such, only XSAPT(KS)+aiD2+DC (with either $\omega_{\text{D2}}$ or $\omega_{\text{D2+DC}}$ tuning), M05-2X, and B97-D2 afford acceptable results for the clathrate hydrates, although the very poor performance of these two functionals for the other systems considered here makes it difficult to recommend them, despite their (likely coincidentally) good performance for clathrate hydrates.

Finally, we report results from a many-body energy decomposition analysis $^{30}$ of the clathrate hydrates, evaluated at the XSAPT(KS)+aiD2+DC ($\omega_{\text{D2}}$) level and using constrained DFT (cDFT) calculations on dimers to extract a well-defined charge-transfer (CT) interaction energy from the SAPT induction energy, as described in our previous work. $^{159}$ The XPol procedure can also be exploited to obtain the many-body (MB) contribution to the induction energy. $^{30}$ Results are presented in Table 5. Previous calculations on clathrate hydrates revealed that the electrostatic potential inside the water cage is relatively uniform and small, leading to a suggestion that van der Waals (i.e., dispersion) interactions should dominate the host/guest interaction, $^{160}$ but our calculations suggest that the picture is not quite so simple. The CT and MB-polarization contributions are rather small for all three clathrate hydrates, but although dispersion is the single largest energy component in all three cases, the exchange energy is certainly not negligible in comparison, and the electrostatic energy ranges from $\sim$1.1 kcal/mol to $\sim$5.6 kcal/mol. For the two methane hydrates, electrostatics and induction are similar but dispersion and exchange are larger in CH$_4$@((H$_2$O)$_{20}$) than in CH$_4$@((H$_2$O)$_{24}$), which may reflect the fact that CH$_4$ inclines to one side in (H$_2$O)$_{24}$ but is centered in (H$_2$O)$_{20}$. This is somewhat evident from the structures shown in Figure 4, and the average C–O distance between CH$_4$ and H$_2$O is 3.87 Å in CH$_4$@((H$_2$O)$_{20}$) and 4.29 Å in CH$_4$@((H$_2$O)$_{24}$). The significantly smaller C–O distance in CH$_4$@((H$_2$O)$_{20}$) explains the larger value of the Pauli repulsion (exchange) energy and likely also explains the larger dispersion energy, despite the larger number of electrons in CH$_4$@((H$_2$O)$_{24}$).

The host/guest interaction is larger for the polar THF molecule, and all energy components are larger in THF@((H$_2$O)$_{28}$) as compared to the two methane hydrates. Larger induction and electrostatic interactions likely reflect hydrogen bonding, while exchange and dispersion reflect the larger size of the guest molecule. In the end, the increase in attractive dispersion and electrostatic interactions more than compensates for the larger exchange energy and the interaction energy of THF in (H$_2$O)$_{28}$ is significantly larger than that of CH$_4$ in either (H$_2$O)$_{20}$ or (H$_2$O)$_{24}$. The large interaction of THF with water cages is known and has been used to stabilize type II clathrate hydrates. $^{157,158}$ It is possible that a theoretical exploration of possible guest molecules, combined with energy decomposition analysis, could aid in the search for hydrates that can achieve gas storage under industrially useful conditions.

### V. SUMMARY

A dispersion correction (DC) has been introduced to approximate nonpairwise-additive dispersion effects in XSAPT(KS)+aiD calculations in a first-principles way. These effects arise from the “squeezing” of atoms by the molecular environment, which modifies atomic contributions to dispersion relative to those arising from isolated atoms. Unlike empirical three-body (i.e., triatomic) dispersion corrections that have been employed in dispersion-corrected DFT $^{11,161}$ and dispersion-corrected XSAPT, $^{12}$ the correction introduced here contains no empirical parameters. It simply considers the difference in second-order SAPT dispersion energies computed using XSAPT with charge embedding versus a traditional SAPT calculation without embedding. This difference can be approximated accurately using basis sets as small as 6-31+G(d), even if the exchange-dispersion term is neglected, leading to an affordable correction whose cost scales as the fourth power of fragment size, $O(N_f^4)$, which represents an increase over the $O(N_f^2)$ scaling of an ordinary XSAPT(KS) +aiD, but whose cost is mitigated by the ability to use a small basis set for the fourth-order part of the calculation.

The DC term introduced here encodes changes in dispersion that are brought about by polarization and affords no nonadditive dispersion correction in the absence of polarization. As such, the new approach will not afford any nonadditive correction in, e.g., clusters of noble gas atoms, since the constituent fragments will have neither a charge nor a dipole moment with which to polarize one another. That being said, there are numerous important applications involving large numbers of polar monomers, and we have focused on ion–water clusters and clathrate hydrate host/guest complexes in the present work.
The DC term proves to be important in clusters of polar molecules and amounts to ~3 kcal/mol for isomers of \( \text{SO}_2^2/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{10} \) ~4 kcal/mol for \( \text{F}^-/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{10} \), and ~5 kcal/mol for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_{20} \). For systems as these, the nonpairwise dispersion correction to XSAPT(KS)+aiD is essential if high accuracy is desired. As compared to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks, the XSAPT(KS)+aiD3+DC method with \( \omega_{np} \) tuning of the monomer Kohn–Sham potentials affords MAEs of ~1 kcal/mol for \( \text{X(H}_2\text{O)}_{n} \) clusters with \( n \leq 6 \), for \( \text{X} = \text{F}^-, \text{Cl}^-, \text{SO}_2^2, \text{Li}^+, \text{Na}^+, \text{and K}^+ \).

We have also tested a selection of density functionals for these systems, focusing on functionals that have been specifically recommended to describe noncovalent interactions. Of the functionals tested, only \( \alpha\text{B97X-V} \) and \( \alpha\text{B97M-V} \) can be recommended for use with ion–water clusters. MAEs for our \( \text{X(H}_2\text{O)}_{n}, \text{F}^-/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{10} \), and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_{20} \) datasets are 0.5, 0.2, and 1.7 kcal/mol, respectively, for \( \alpha\text{B97X-V} \), and 0.5, 0.5, and 0.9 kcal/mol, respectively, for \( \alpha\text{B97M-V} \). The outstanding performance of these two functionals is consistent with their generally good performance for noncovalent interactions, but the lackluster performance of the Minnesota functionals M06-2X, M11, and MN15 is somewhat surprising. For the latter functionals, MAEs for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_{20} \) isomers range from 3 kcal/mol to 10 kcal/mol and those for \( \text{F}^-/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{10} \) isomers range from 2 kcal/mol to 8 kcal/mol.

The \( \alpha\text{B97X-V} \) and \( \alpha\text{B97M-V} \) functionals exhibit somewhat larger errors of ~2 kcal/mol and ~1.3 kcal/mol, respectively, for clathrate hydrate complexes such as \( \text{CH}_2@/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{20} \), \( \text{CH}_2@/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{26} \), and \( \text{THF}@/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{28} \). Nevertheless, these are the functionals that we still recommend for these systems because the few functionals that afford better error statistics for clathrate hydrates (e.g., B97-D2, with a MAE of just 0.1 kcal/mol) exhibit unacceptably poor performance for water clusters and ion–water clusters, which calls into question just how robust the MAE for clathrate hydrates really is. This work suggests that clathrate hydrates, with a myriad of hydrogen bonds but where dispersion still plays an important role in the binding of small molecules, may provide stringent tests of methods for predicting noncovalent interaction energies. The XSAPT(KS)+aiD2+DC and XSAPT(KS)+aiD3+DC approaches with \( \omega_{np} \) tuning afford MAEs of 0.3 and 1.1 kcal/mol, respectively, for the clathrate hydrates.

Finally, not just total interaction energies but also energy components for SAPT(KS) calculations have been tested against SAPT2+(3)/aTZ benchmarks, and we used these tests to evaluate the performance of various density functionals for use in SAPT(KS) calculations. For the S22 and S66 datasets of noncovalent dimers, all of the functionals tested afford similar electrostatic and induction energies in SAPT(KS) calculations, but tuned LRC-\( \omega \text{PBE} \) affords the most accurate exchange energies. This is the functional that we have used in SAPT(KS) calculations for some time, and we have previously demonstrated that tuning the range-separation parameter is essential to its success.

XSAPT(KS)+aiD3 with tuned LRC-\( \omega \text{PBE} \) also provides excellent accuracy for the S22 and S66 datasets, where its accuracy is comparable to CCSD(T)/CBS benchmarks for total interaction energies and comparable to SAPT2+(3)/aTZ benchmarks for energy components. Notably, XSAPT(KS)+aiD3 calculations can be performed at a fraction of the cost of supersystem DFT calculations, especially for systems such as \( \text{THF}@/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{28} \) where the monomers are small. The cost reduction is even more dramatic considering that the DFT calculations must be counterpoise-corrected, which for \( \text{THF}@/\text{H}_2\text{O}_{28} \) means 30 separate DFT calculations in the full system basis set. Traditionally, the SAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ procedure has been considered to be the most cost-effective form of SAPT, where the basis set is a partially augmented double-\( \zeta \) one that is recommended, because it affords good error cancellation in the dispersion term, although this cancellation appears to work less well in large dispersion-dominated systems. Here, we find that the error cancellation in total interaction energies does not percolate into the energy components, which exhibit large errors as compared to SAPT2+(3)/aTZ.
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